Political Science 616, Fall 2007

Modern Political Analysis
Instructor: Prof. Stuart Soroka
Office:
McGill Institute for the Study of Canada 304, tel: 398-4865
Email:
stuart.soroka@mcgill.ca
Calendar description: An introduction to the concepts underlying modern
approaches to the study of politics. The scope of the discipline will be delineated
and the foundations of empirical research, including the philosophy and
methodology of science especially as these apply to social science, will be
considered. Various alternatives and critiques will be presented and evaluated.
This course introduces students to some of the critical ongoing debates about how
we study politics. We cover some of the more important philosophical questions
underlying the epistemological, ontological and methodological choices that all
political scientists must make, and relate these to current research and debates in
the discipline.
The most obvious of these questions is “Is it possible to have a scientific study of
politics?” But there are also other questions regarding theories of knowledge and
the nature of society that are relevant to almost all current political analyses. This
course first covers a number of the classic epistemological and ontological issues.
We then review and critique a number of “approaches” to political analysis,
espoused by some critical authors in the discipline, and varying in epistemology,
ontology and methodology. We look at these approaches in some detail, and
consider the relative merits of and difficulties with each. There are twelve weeks
with scheduled readings, leaving one for a guest speaker.
Students will write five papers over the term, in Weeks 3 through 12. 75% of the
class grade will be based on these papers, where each one is worth 15% of the final
grade. (Papers are discussed in more detail on the next page.) 25% of the class
grade will be based on conference participation.
Most readings are available in the course text, Michael Martin and Lee C. McIntyre,
eds., Reading in the Philosophy of Social Science (MIT Press, 1994). This book is
available at the University Bookstore. All other readings are on reserve at the
Redpath Library.
McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore all students must understand
the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences
under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures (see
http://www.mcgill.ca/integrity for more information). Also, in accordance with
the University’s email policy - see http://www.mcgill.ca/email-policy/ - courserelated email should be sent using McGill email addresses. Emails from mysterious
sources are likely to be deleted.
The first week is substantive, and students are expected to have read the material
for that week, including the paper attached to this outline.
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Papers
Students will write five papers over the term. They should be 5-6 pages in length,
double-spaced. They should cover some, or all, of the week’s readings, although
students are welcome to spend more time on the readings that they find more
interesting. Papers should not recite what is in the readings; they should assume
that I’ve read the material. Instead, papers should discuss a specific point drawn
out of the readings – they may highlight a strength or weakness of a given
approach, or reading, for instance. I will write a short example to distribute in
Week 1.
In addition, each student will have three minutes (no more) at the beginning of
class to summarize their paper – that is, to introduce the specific question or issue
which they found interesting. This is mandatory, and counts as part of the
participation grade.
Absolutely no late papers will be accepted without a doctor’s note. There will
be no exceptions. Papers are due by 5pm the day before class. Electronic versions
should be sent in Word or pdf format by this time to stuart.soroka@mcgill.ca.
The specific weeks for which each student must submit a paper will be decided by
lottery in the second week of class. Every student will write five papers, distributed
across Weeks 3 through 12.

Course Outline
Week 1: A Science of Politics?
Fritz Machlup. “Are the Social Sciences Really Inferior?” Ch 1 in Martin &
McIntyre.
Brian Fay and J. Donald Moon. “What Would an Adequate Philosophy of Social
Science Look Like?” Ch 2 in Martin & McIntyre.
Plus, please read this paper, attached to this syllabus:
Gabriel Almond. 1988. "Separate Tables: Schools and Sects in Political Science,"
PS: Political Science and Politics (Fall 1988): 828-842.
Week 2: Laws in Social Science
Carl C. Hempel. “The Function of General Laws in History.” Ch 3 in Martin &
McIntyre.
F.A. Hayek. “The Theory of Complex Phenomena.” Ch 4 in Martin & McIntyre.
Brain Fay. “General Laws and Explaining Human Behavior.” Ch 7 in Martin &
McIntyre.
Harold Kincaid. “Defending Laws in the Social Sciences.” Ch 8 in Martin &
McIntyre.
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Week 3: The Naturalist/ Antinaturalist Debate: Two Positions
Karl Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery (London: Routledge). On reserve.
Thomas Kuhn. 1962. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press). On reserve.
Week 4: Neutrality in Political Science
Max Weber. “Objectivity in Social Science and Social Policy.” Ch 34 in Martin &
McIntyre.
Charles Taylor. “Neutrality in Political Science.” Ch 35 in Martin & McIntyre.
Charles Nagel. “The Value-Oriented Bias of Social Inquiry.” Ch 36 in Martin &
McIntrye.
Michael Martin. “The Philosophical Importance of the Rosenthal Effect.” Ch 37
in Martin and McIntyre.
Week 5: Individualism, Holism, and Systemism
Emile Durkheim. “Social Facts.” Ch 27 in Martin & McIntyre.
J.W.N. Watkins. “Historical Explanation in the Social Sciences.” Ch 28 in Martin
& McIntyre.
Mario Bunge. 1996. Finding Philosophy in Social Science (New Haven: Yale
University Press), Chapters 9 and 10. On reserve.
Week 6: Behavioralism
B.F. Skinner. 1953. Science and Human Behavior (New York: The Free Press).
On reserve.
Heinz Eulau. 1962. “Segments of Political Science Most Susceptible to
Behavioristic Treatment,” in James C. Charlesworth, ed., The Limits of
Behavioralism in Political Science (Philadelphia: The American Academy of
Political and Social Science). On reserve.
Russell Kirk. 1962. “Segments of Political Science Not Amenable
Behavioralistic Treatment,” in James C. Charlesworth, ed., as above.
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Week 7: Functionalism
Carl G. Hempel. “The Logic of Functional Analysis.” Ch 22 in Martin and
McIntyre.
G.A. Cohen. “Functional Explanations: In Marxism.” Ch 24 in Martin and
McIntyre.
Harold Kincaid. “Assessing Functional Explanations in the Social Sciences.” Ch
26 in Martin and McIntyre.
David Easton. 1979. A Framework for Political Analysis. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press). On reserve.
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Week 8: Interpretivism / Hermeneutics
Charles Taylor. “Interpretation and Sciences of Man.” Ch 13 in Martin &
McIntyre.
Clifford Geertz. “Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture.”
Ch 14 in Martin & McIntyre.
Michael Martin. “Taylor on Interpretation and the Sciences of Man.” Ch 17 in
Martin & McIntyre.
Dagfinn Follesdal. “Hermuneutics and the Hypothetico-Deductive Method.” Ch
15 in Martin & McIntyre.
Week 9: Structuralism
Michel Foucault. 1982. The Archeology of Knowledge (Pantheon). On reserve.
Week 10: Rational Choice
Gary S. Becker 1978. The Economic Approach to Human Behavior (University of
Chicago Press), selections. On reserve.
Kenneth J. Arrow. 1950. "A Difficulty in the Concept of Social Welfare", Journal
of Political Economy 58(4), pp. 328–346. Available through JSTOR.
Dagfinn Follesdal. “The Status of Rationality Assumptions in Interpretation and
in the Explanation of Action.” Ch 19 in Martin & McIntyre.
Jon Elster. “The Nature and Scope of Rational-Choice Explanation.” Ch 20 in
Martin & McIntyre.
Mario Bunge. 1995. “The Poverty of Rational Choice Theory,” in I.C. Jarvie and
N. Laor, Critical Rationalism, Metaphysics and Science 1 (Dordrecht: Kluwer):
159-68. On reserve.
Week 11: Feminism
Naomi Weisstein. “Psychology Constructs the Female.” Ch 38 in Martin &
McIntyre.
Alison Wylie. “Reasoning about Ourselves: Feminist Methodology in the Social
Sciences.” Ch 39 in Martin & McIntyre.
Susan J. Carroll and Linda M.G. Zerilli, 1993. “Feminist Challenges to Political
Science.” In Ada Finifter, ed. Political Science: The State of the Discipline, II.
Washington, DC: The American Political Science Association, pp.55-76. On
Reserve.
Jennifer Ring. 1987. “Toward a Feminist Epistemology.” Journal of Politics
31:753-772. Available through JSTOR.
Week 12: Where Do We Stand?
TBA, based on class discussion.
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Separate Tables

Separate Tables:
Schools and Sects
in Political Science *
Gabriel A. Almond
Stanford University
66

M i s s Cooper: Loneliness is a terrible thing

don't you agree?
Anne: Yes, I do agree. A terrible thing. . . .
Miss Meacham: She's not an 'alone' type.
Miss Cooper: Is any type an 'alone' type,
Miss Meacham. . . ?"
(From Terence Rattinan's
- Separate Tables,
(1955, 78, 92)

GABRIEL A. ALMOND

In Separate Tables, the hit of the 1955 New York theatrical season, the Irish playwright,
Terence Rattigan, used the metaphor of solitary diners in a second-rate residential hotel in
Cornwall t o convey the loneliness of the human condition. It may be a bit far fetched t o
use this metaphor t o describe the condition of political science in the 1980s. But in some
sense the various schools and sects of political science now sit at separate tables, each with
its own conception of proper political science, but each protecting some secret island of
vulnerability.
It was not always so. If we recall the state of the profession a quarter of a century ago,
let us say in the early 1960s David Easton's (1953) and David Truman's (1955) scoldings of
the profession for its backwardness among the social science disciplines, had been taken t o
heart by a substantial and productive cadre of young political scientists. In 196 1 Robert
Dahl wrote his Epitaph for a Monument to a Successful Protest reflectingthe sure confidence
of a successful movement, whose leaders were rapidly becoming the most visible figures in
the profession. Neither Dahl nor Heinz Eulau, whose Behavioral Penuasion appeared in
1963 made exaggerated or exclusive claims for the new political science. They expressed
the view that the scientific approach t o the study of political phenomena had proven itself,
and that it could take its place alongside political philosophy, public law, and institutional
history and description, as an important approach t o the study of politics. As the part of
the discipline "on the move," so t o speak, it created some worry among the older subdisciplines. An appropriate metaphor for the state of political science at that time, perhaps would be the "young Turk-old Turk" model, with the young Turks already beginning t o gray at the temples. But we were all Turks.
Now there is this uneasy separateness. The public choice people seek an anchorage in
reality, a "new institutionalism," t o house their powerful deductive apparatus; the
political econometricians want t o relate t o historical and institutional processes; the
humanists cringe at the avoidance of political values by "scientism," and suffer from feel-
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~ngsof inadequacy rn a world dominated by statistics and technology, and the rad~caland
"cr~tical" pol~t~cal
theorists, l~kethe ancient prophets, lay about them with anathemas
agalnst the behaviorists and pos~t~vists,
and the very notlon of a polrtical sclence profess~onal~sm
that would separate knowledge from actlon But their anti-professionalism must
leave them in doubt as t o whether they are scholars or polit~c~ans
The uneasiness in the political science profession IS not of the body but of the soul In the
last several decades the profess~onhas more than doubled in numbers Amer~cantype
polltical science has spread t o Europe, Latin America, Japan, and more interestingly t o
Ch~naand the USSR Polltical sclence has taken on the organizatronal and methodolog~cal
attributes of sc~ence-research inst~tutes,large scale budgets, the use of statistical and
mathematical methods, and the lhke Political science has prospered materially, but it IS not
a happy profession
We are separated along two d~mens~ons,
an ideological one, and a methodolog~calone
(see F~gureI) O n the methodological dimens~onthere are the extremes of soft and hard
A t the soft extreme are Cl~ffordGeertz (1973) types of "th~cklydescript~ve," clinical
stud~esAs an example of this k ~ n dof scholarship Albert H~rschman(1 970) celebrated the
John Womack (1969) b~ographyof the Mexican guerr~llahero, Emiliano Zapata, with i t s
almost complete lack of conceptualization, hypothesizing, efforts t o prove propos~tions
and the like Despite th~slack of self-consc~oussoc~alscience, Hirschman argues, the
Zapata study was full of theoretical impl~cationsof the greatest importance Leo Strauss
(1 959) and his followers in polltical philosophy w ~ t h
their exegetical approach t o the evocation of the Ideas of polit~calph~losopherscome pretty close t o th~ssoft extreme as well,
but while Womack's k ~ n dof work leaves everything but narrat~veand description t o
~mplication,Straussian exegesis involves the disc~plineof the explication of the great texts,
ascertaining their "true" meaning through the analysis of their language
Somewhat away from the soft extreme, but st111on the soft side of the continuum,
would be polltical philosoph~calstudies more open t o empirical evidence and logical
analysis Recent work such as that of Michael Walzer on justice (1983) and obligation
(1 970) Carole Pateman on participation (1 970) and obligation (1 979) would be ~llustrat~ve
Here there IS more than a s~mple,r~chevocat~onof an event or personality, or preclse
exegesis of the ideas of polit~calphilosophers A logical argument is advanced, often tested
through the examination of ev~dence,and developed more or less rigorously.
A t the other extreme of the methodological continuum are the quantitative, econometric, and mathematical modelling studies, and the most extreme would be the combination of mathematical modelling, statistical analysis, experiment, and computer s~mulation in the public choice l~teratureTheories of vot~ng,coal~tionmaking, decision-mak~ngin
committees, and in bureaucrac~es,involving the testing of hypotheses generated by formal, mathematical models would exemplify t h hard
~ ~ extreme
continuum on the left we have four groups In the Marxist traditionO n the ~deolog~cal
the Marxists properly speak~ng,the "crit~calpolitical theor~sts," the dependenc~stos,and
the world system theorists, all of whom deny the possrb~lityof separating knowledge from
actlon, and who subordinate pol~t~cal
science t o the struggle for social~sm A t the conservative end of the continuum are the neo-conservat~veswho favor among other things a
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free market economy, and Irmlts on the power of the state, as well as an aggressrve anticommunrst foreign pollcy
If we combine these two drmensions we end up wlth four schools of political science,
four separate tables-the soft-left, the hard-left, the soft-right, and the hard-r~ghttables
Real~ty,of course, IS not qulte th~sneat The ~deolog~cal
and methodolog~calshadlngs are
more complex, more subtle T o elaborate our metaphor a bit but still within the refectoral realm, since the ovenvhelmrng majority of politrcal scient~stsare somewhere in the
center-"lrberal"
and moderate ~n ideology, and eclectic and open t o convlctron In
methodology-we mrght speak of the great cafeteria of the center, from whrch most of us
select our intellectual food, and where we are seated at large tables with mixed and
changing table companions

The outlying tables In this dlscipllnary refectory are strongly I l t and visible, wh~lethe large
center l~esIn shade It is unfortunate that the mood and reputation of the political science
d~scipl~ne
IS so heavily infuenced by these extreme views. This IS in part because the
extremes make themselves highly audible and visible-the soft left providing a pervasive
flagellant background noise, and the hard right providing vlrtuoso mathematical and stat~stical drsplays appearing In the pages of our learned journals.

The Soft Left
Suppose we beg~nw ~ t hthe soft left All of the sub-groups of the soft left share in the
meta-methodolog~calassumption that the empirical world cannot be understood in terms
of separate spheres and dimens~ons,but has t o be understood as a time-space total~ty.
"Cr~tlcaltheory," as developed by Horkheimer, Adorno, Marcuse, and others of the
"Frankfurt School" reject the alleged detachment and disaggregatlng strategy of
as
mainstream social sclence The various parts of the social process must be seen "
aspects of a total situation caught up in the process of historical change" (Lukacs quoted in
D a v ~ dH eld [1980], 164) The student as well as that wh~chhe stud~esis involved In struggle Hence objectiv~tyis ~nappropriate "Positivists fall t o comprehend that the process of
knowing cannot be severed from the historical struggle between humans and the world
Theory and theoreticai labor are ~ntertwinedIn social l~feprocesses. The theor~stcannot
remaln detached, passrvely contemplating, reflecting and describ~ng'society' or 'nature' '
(Held, 165) To understand and expla~none must have a commitment t o an outcome
soence In the positivist sense, that is, a political science separable from
There IS no pol~t~cal
ideolog~calcommitment. To seek to separate ~tis a commitment t o support the existing,
h~storicallyobsolescent order
The more orthodox Marxists such as Perry Anderson (1976), Goran Therborn (l977),
Phillp Slater (1977), and others, while shar~ngthe meta-methodology of the "Critical
school," go further and argue that unless one accepts hlstor~calmater~alismin the fullest
reductionist sense of explaining the pol~ticalrealm In class struggle terms, one ends up failing t o appreciate the relatlonshlp between theory and "praxis."
As we consider the composltlon of the soft ieft our four-fold metaphor of separate
tables beg~nst o break down. The Marxlst theorists of several persuasions-the "cr~t~cal
theorists," the "dependency" wrlters, and "world system" theor~sts-make quarrelsome
table companions. What they all share IS a common bel~efIn the unlty of theory and
praxis, in the impossibil~tyof separating science and politics As a logical consequence
positivist political science, which believes in the necessity of separating sc~entificactlvlty
from polltical activ~ty,loses contact with the overrldlng unlty of the h~storicalprocess and
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a mindlessly llnked t o the status quo Positivist polltlcal science fails t o take Into account
the historical dialectic which makes the shift from capltallsm t o soclalism inevitable.
Fernando Cardoso, the leadlng theorist of the dependency school, contrasts the
methodology of dependency theory with the North Amer~cansocial sclence tradition in
the following language,
We attempt to reestablish the intellectual tradition based on a comprehensive social science. We
seek a global and dynamlc understanding of soclal structures Instead of looklng only at speclf~c
d~mensionsof the soclal process We oppose the academic tradition wh~chconceived of dominatlon and social-cultural relations as "dimensions analytically Independent of one another and
together ~ndependentof the economy, as ~feach one of these dlmens~onscorresponded to
separate features of reallty
We use a dialectical approach to study soclety, i t s structures and
processes of change
In the end what has to be discussed as an alternative 1s not the consolidation of the state and the fulfillment of "autonomous cap~talism, but how to supercede
them The Important quest~on,then, is how to construct paths toward soc~alrsm(Cardoso and
Faletto, 1979, ix and xxiv)
Pollt~calsclence can only be science then, if it 1s fully committed t o the attainment of
soclalism.
One of the leading Amerlcan expositors of the "dependency" approach, R~chardFagen,
draws the lmpllcat~onsof Cardoso's vlews for the academ~ccommunity concerned wlth
development Issues Real progress In development scholarship has t o be associated wlth a
restructuring of asymmetric lnternatlonal power relations and " ,
a much more difficult
and h~storlcallysignificant assault on capitallst forms of development themselves . Only
when this cruc~alunderstanding Infuses the nascent academ~ccrltlque of the global cap~tal1st system will we be able to say that the paradlgm sh~ftIn mainstream U S soc~alsclence is
gathering steam and movlng scholarship closer t o what really matters" (1 978, 80)
Two recent interpretations of the hlstory of Amer~canpollt~calscience show that th~s
"soft-left" crltlque of mainstream work In the disclpl~nehas taken on some momentum.
David RICCI
in The Tragedy of Political Science (1 984) traces the emergence of a lhberal sclentlfic school of polltical sclence In post-World War II Amerlca, a movement dedicated,
accord~ngto R~cci,t o provlng the superlor virtue of l~beralplural~sticvalues and assumpt~onsby the most precise methods The validity of thls complacent "empir~calpolltical
theory" constructed by such polltical sclentlsts as Davld Truman, Robert Dahl, C. E. Lindblom, the University of Mlchlgan group of votlng specialists, and others, was undermtned
In the disorders of the late 1960s and early 1 9 7 0 ~and
~ in the associated discredrting of
American politics and public pollcy RICCIdraws the rmplication of this behavioral-postbehavioral episode, as demonstrating that politrcal science as empirical science without the
systematic lncluslon of moral and ethical values and alternatives, and a commitment t o
political action, is doomed t o dis~llusion Political sclence has t o choose sides, faillng t o do
so results In ~ t swithdrawal lnto spectalized prectosity, and futllity

Rlccl's soft leftism is of the humanist moderate left vartety That of Raymond Seidelman
(1985) is a more sharply radical treatment of the history of Amerlcan polltical science In a
book entitled Disenchanted Realists Politico1 Science and the American Crisis, 1884-1984,
Se~delmandevelops the thesrs In detail that there have been three trends in Amer~can
political theory-an institutionalist trend, a democratic populist trend, and a relat~vely
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short-lived "liberal political science" trend, initiated in the 1920s and 1930s by the University of Chicago school, and flowering rn the Unlted States in the post-World War I1 years
roughly until the 1970s The institutionalist trend IS the Hamiltonian-Madisonran tradition
embodied in the constitutional system, so constructed that it would frustrate the will of
majorities. Separation of powers theory IS based on a distrust of popular propensities
Contrasted with this tradition of American political theory, IS the democratic populist
trend manifested in early agrarian egalitarianism, abolitionism, populism, and the like This
second Thomas Paine tradition is anti-statist, anti-government and was discredited by the
rise of industrial-urban society and the necessity for strong central government
The third tradition was based on a belief in the possibility of a science of politics which
would help produce a powerful national state, manned by trained experts pursuing con
structive and coherent public policies, and supported by virtuous popular majorities This
third tradition dream of a great constructive political science has been dispelled on both
the political and the science sides Political reality has turned into a disarticulated set of

elite-dominated "issue networks" and "iron triangles," incapable of pursuing consistent
and effective public policies; and the science has turned into a set of disembodied specialties lacking in linkage to politics and public policy. Seidelman concludes:
H~storlcaly,poltical sclence profess~onal~sm
has only obscured fundamental conflicts and cho~ces
as objects of study or cl~entsof a ben~gnpol~t~cal
In Amercan public I~fefor ~thas treated c~t~zens
cannot be reallzed
paternalism
U n t ~pollt~cal
l
sclent~stsreallze that thelr democrat~cpol~t~cs
intellectual l~few ~ l remaln
l
cleaved from the genulne ~fheretothrough a barren profess~onal~sm,
fore subterranean dreams of Amer~cancltlzens Pol~tlcalsclence h~storyhas conf~rmedthls
separation, even as t has t r e d t o br~dge~t Modern polltlcal sclence must br~dge~ t ~f
, delusions
are t o be transformed Into new democrat~creal~t~es
(241)

The burden of the soft left, thus, is an attack on political science professionalism. It IS a
call t o the academy t o join the political fray, t o orient its teaching and research around left
ideological commitments-in particular, moderate or revolutionary socialism.

The Hard Right
The hard right, on the other hand, is ultra-professional at the methodological level,
deploying a formidable array of scientific methodologies-deductive, statistical, and
experimental. There IS a tendency to view softer historical, descriptive, and unsophisticated quantitative analysis as pre-professional, as inferior breeds of political science,
although in recent years there has been a notable rediscovery of political institutions, and
an effort t o relate formal deductive work t o the empirical tradition pioneered by Gosnell,
Herring, V. 0.
Key.
William Mitchell (1988), in a recent review of the public choice movement in political
science, distinguishes between the two principal centers, which he calls the Virginia and
Rochester Schools. The Virginia school, influential mainly among economists, was founded
by James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock. The founder of the Rochester school, more influential among political scientists, was William Riker. Both schools tend t o be skeptical of
politics and bureaucracy and are fiscally conservative. But the Virginia school views the
market unambiguously as the benchmark of efficient allocation. The Virginians according t o
Mitchell display a ". . . firm conviction that the private economy IS far more robust,
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efficient, and perhaps equitable than other economies, and much more successful than
polrt~calprocesses In efficiently allocating resources . Much of what has been produced
by the [V~rgrnian]Center for Study of Publ~cChoice, can best be described as contr~butions t o a theory of the farlure of politrcal processes
inequrty, inefficrency, and coercion
are the most general results of democrat~cpolrcy formation" (pp 106-7) Buchanan pro
posed an automatic deficit reduction plan years before the adoption of the GrammRudman-Holl~ngsproposal, and he was the author of an early version of the proposed
constrtutional budget-balanc~ngamendment Buchanan, in two books-Democracy in
Deficit, The Pohtical Legacy of Lord Keynes ( 1 977), and The Econom~csof Politics (I 978)presents a vlew of democratic politics in which voters act in terms of therr short-run
interests, that IS t o say oppose taxes and favor material benefits for themselves, polit~crans
naturally play Into these propensities by favor~ngspendrng and opposing taxlng, and
bureaucrats seek t o extend their power and resources without regard t o the public
Interest
These theorists drffer rn the extent t o which they believe that the short-run ut~litymaximlzer model captures human reality Some scholars employ the model only as a way of
generating hypotheses Thus Robert Axelrod, uslng deductive modelling, experlmentat~on
and computer simulation, has made Important contributions t o our understanding of how
cooperatlve norms emerge, and In part~cularhow norms of ~nternationalcooperation
might develop from an orig~nalshort-run util~tymaximizing perspective (1984) Douglass
North (1 98 I), Samuel Popk~n( I 979) Robert Bates (1 988), and others combine rat~onal
chorce modelling with sociolog~calanalysis in their studres of third world development and
histor~calprocess
That this view IS on the defensive rs reflected in recent comments of scholars w ~ t h
unquest~onablescientific credent~als Thus Herbert S~monchallenges the rational choice
assumptlon of thls literature
It makes a d~fferenceto research a very large d~ffererice,to our research strategy whether we
are study~ngthe nearly omrilsclent homo economrcus of rational choice theory or the boundedly
rational homo psychologicus of cogntlve psychology It makes a difference for research, but it also
makes a difference for the proper design of polit~calinst~tut~ons
James Mad~sonwas well aware
of that, and in the pages of the Federo1,st Papers, he opted for this view of the human condition,
"As there IS a degree of depravity In mank~ndv~hichrequires a certain degree of circumspection
and d~strust,so there are other qualities in human nature which justify a certain port~onof
esteem and confidence -a balanced and realistic view, we may concede, of bounded human
rationality and its accompanying fra~ltiesof motive and reason (303)

james March and Johan Olsen attack the formalism of the public choice literature. "The
IS an empirically based prejudice, an assert~onthat what we observe in
new ~nstitut~onalism
the world 1s inconsistent with the ways In which contemporary theories ask us t o talk. . . .
The bureaucratic agency, the leg~slativecommittee, and the appellate court are arenas for
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contending social forces, but they are also collections of standard operating procedures
and structures that detine and defend interests" (1 984, 738). They similarly question the
rational self-interest assumption of the public choice literature, arguing, '
Although self-interest undoubtedly permeates politics, action is often based more on discovering
the normatively appropriate behavior than on calculating the return expected from alternative
choices As a result, political behavior, like other behavior, can be described in terms of duties,
obl~gations,roles, and rules (744)

The Soft Right
In the soft-rrght cell there are miscellaneous conservatives of an old and a "neo" varrety,
who tend t o be traditional in their methodologies and on the rrght side of the ideologrcal
spectrum But the followers of Leo Strauss in politrcal theory are a distinctive breed
indeed Therr methodological conservatism is unambiguous The enlightenment and the
scientific revolution are the arch-enemy High on their list of targets is the value free and
ethically neutral politrcal science of Max Weber As Leo Strauss put rt, "Moral obtuseness
is the necessary condition for scientific analysis The more serious we are as social scientists
the more completely we develop within ourselves a state of indifference t o any goal, or t o
aimlessness and drifting, a state of what may be called nihilrsm" (1 959, 19) But political
science is not only amoral, it IS not really productive of knowledge Agarn Leo Strauss,
"Generally speaking, one may wonder whether the new political science has brought t o
lrght anythrng of polrtical importance which rntelligent political practitioners with a deep
knowledge of history, nay rntellrgent and educated journalists, to say nothing of the old
political scientists, did not know at least as well beforehand" (in Storing, 1962, 3 12)

----

-

The Straussians reject all "historicist" and "sociology of knowledge" interpretatrons of
politrcal theory. The true meaning of philosophrcal texts rs contarned in what has been
wrrtten The political philosopher must have the skill and insight necessary to explicate this
orrginal meaning The ultimate truth can be located In the writings of the or~ginalclassic
philosophers, and particularly in the writings of Plato-in his Socratrc rationalism shorn of
all contingency Truths transcend time, place, and context Post-Machiavellian polrtical
philosophy has led to moral relativrsrn and the decay of CIVIC virtue, "behavioral" political
science is the debased product of this moral decline
In the recent celebrations of the 200th anniversary of the Constitutron, the Straussians,
as one might expect, were in the vanguard of the "original rntent" school of constrtutional
interpretation Gordon Wood, in a recent review of the Straussian literature on the Constrtution, (1988) points out that for such Straussians as Gary McDowell and Walter Berns
the whole truth about the Constrtution is contained in the constitutional text, and perhaps
the record of the debates, and the Federalist Papers Wood points out that the Straussian
commrtment t o "natural right," leads them t o distrust of all historically derived rights
"
particularly those recently discovered by the Supreme Court" (1988, 39) For some
Straussians the natural right t o property postulated by the Founders may be grounds for
rolling back the modern welfare state The moral model regime for many Strauss~ansis the
Platonic aristocracy, or as second-best, Aristotelian "mixed government." Therr program
of action is a call for an rntellectual elite which will bring us back t o first prrncrples.

The Hard Left
There is finally a hard left school, whrch employs scientific methodology in testing propositions derived from socialist and dependency theories. However, the moment one makes
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explicit and testable the assumptions and beliefs of left ideologles, one has gone part of the
way toward rejecting the anti-professionalism of the left And thrs IS reflected In the nervousness of leading soclallst and dependency theorists over quantification and the testing
of hypotheses Thus Christopher Chase-Dunn, one of the leading world system quantifiers, pleads with h~scolleagues, "My concern IS that we not become bogged down In a
sterile debate between 'histor~cists'and 'soc~alsc~entists,'or between quantitative and
qualitative researchers The 'ethn~c'boundar~esmay provide us with much mater~alfor
sp~riteddialogue, but a real understanding of the world system w ~ l require
l
that we transcend methodological sectananism" ( I 982, 18 1) The lead~ngdependency theorists such as
Cardoso and Fagen raise serlous questions regarding the val~dityof "scientific type, quantitative" studies of dependency proposit~ons For reasons not clearly specified such
research is "premature," or mlsses the polnt. Thus, they probably would not accept as
valid the findings of the Sylvan, Snidal, Russett, Jackson, and Duvall (1982) group which
tested a formal model of "dependencia" on a world-w~deset of dependent countries In
the 1970-75 penod, and came up with mixed and ~nconclusiveresults Nevertheless the
dependency and world system quantifiers and econometnclans, including political sclent ~ s t sand sociolog~stssuch as Chase-Dunn (1977) and Rublnson (1979), Albert Bergesen
(1980), Volker Bornsch~er(I 98 1) and others, are carrying on quantltatlve stud~esor~ented
toward the demonstrat~onof the valldity of world system and dependency propositions.

Getting Our Professional
History Straight
Most pol~t~cal
scientists would find themselves uncomfortable seated at these outlylng
tables. Hav~ngbecome a major academ~cprofession only In the last two or three generat~ons,we are not about t o cast off our badges of profess~onalIntegrity by turn~ngour
research and teach~nginto pol~ticaladvocacy. Thls IS reflected in the partial defect~onfrom
anti-profess~onalism by the hard left, who ~nslstthat assertions about soc~etyand pol~tlcs
can be tested by formulating them expl~c~tly
methods
and prec~sely,and uslng stat~st~cal
where appropriate
S~m~larly
most of us are troubled at the preemption by the publlc cholce and statlstlcal
scientists of the badge of professionalism,and the~rdemotion of the rest of us t o a
pol~t~cal
prescientlfic status And this concern 1s shared by some of the most reputable and
sophisticated of our more rigorous pol~ticalscient~sts,who are currently engaged In relating to and rehabilitating the older political sclence methodologies, such as philosophical,
legal and historical analysis, and ~nstltutlonaldescription
And there are few polit~calsclentlsts Indeed who would share the view that all political
science slnce the sixteenth century IS a dev~ationfrom the true path, and that the sole
route to professionalism is through the exegesis of the classical texts of polit~caltheory.

It IS noteworthy that each of these schools or sects presents us wlth a part~cularversion
Whoever controls the ~nterpretatlonof the
of the h~storyof the polit~calscience disc~pl~ne.
past in our professional history wrltlng has gone a long way toward controll~ngthe future.
The soft left has almost pre-empted the wrlting of profess~onalpolit~calscience hlstory In
recent years I belleve they may have succeeded In convincing some of us that we have
dev~atedfrom the true path. Both Ricci and Se~delmanwould have us belleve that rnodern
science with its stress on methodology and objectivity could only develop In the
pol~t~cal
United States where for a brief interval ~tappeared that liberal democracy and an objecwere possible As this American opt~mlsmabates, and as party and
tive profess~onal~sm
class antagonism sharpens ~nev~tably,
they argue, a pol~t~cally
neutral polltical sclence
becomes untenable According t o this view pol~ticalsclence must again become an actlve
part of a political, and for some, a revolut~onarymovement.
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The view of profess~onalh~storypresented by the hard r~ghtIS a very foreshortened
one. Accord~ngt o this vlew, prlor to the introduction of mathemat~cal,statist~cal,and
exper~mentalmethodologies there was no polit~calsclence and theory in the proper
sense.
scientists, and those who are
But the large methodologically eclectic majorlty of pol~t~cal
comm~ttedto the control of ~deolog~cal
b~asIn the conduct of professional work-what I
h~story
call the "Cafeter~aof the center"-ought not t o concede the wrltlng of disc~pl~nary
t o any one of these schools The h~storyof polit~calsclence does not lead to any one of
these separate tables, but rather t o the methodolog~callymixed and object~v~ty-aspiring
scholarsh~pof the center

H U ~ ~ U O W ~ H J ~ J Q ~ ~ U I I ( C H ; C ~ ~ + ~

It 1s not correct t o argue that polltical sclence deviated from classical polltical ph~losophy
In the s~xteenthand seventeenth centuries, and that it has been on the wrong path ever
sclence the effort t o separate
slnce Nor IS ~tcorrect t o attribute t o American pol~t~cal
poilt~caltheory from political action The Strauss~anscannot leg~t~mately
clalm exclusive
origln In classical Greek ph~losophyThe scientific impulse In pol~ticalstud~eshad ~ t sbeg~nnlngs among the classical Greek ph~losophers Robert Dahl, for my money, 1s a more
legit~matefollower of Ar~stotlethan 1s Leo Strauss
There 1s a polltical soc~olog~cal
t r a d ~ t ~ ogolng
n
all the way back t o Plato and Ar~stotle,
contlnulng through Polybius, C~cero,Machiavell~,Hobbes, Locke, Montesqu~eu,Hume,
Rousseau, Tocquev~lle,Comte, Marx, Pareto, Durkhe~m,Weber and contlnulng up t o
Dahl, L~pset,Rokkan, Sartor~,Moore, and Lljphart, which sought, and seeks, t o relate
socioeconomic condit~onst o pollt~calconstltutlons and lnst~tut~onal
arrangements, and t o
relate these structural character~sticst o pol~cypropensltles In war and peace
Our found~ngfathers belonged t o th~stradition Alexander Ham~ltonobserved in
. llke most other sciences, has rece~vedgreat
Federalist 9, "The sclence of politics
improvement The efficacy of varlous pr~nc~ples
is now well understood, which were
e~thern ot known at all, or ~mperfectlyknown t o the anc~ents"(1937). And In Federalist 31
Ham~ltondeals w ~ t hthe perenn~alquestlon of just how sc~entificmoral and polltical stud~es
could be. He concludes,
Though ~tcannot be pretended that the prlnc~plesof moral and polltlcal knowledge have, In
general, the same degree of certa~ntywlth those of the mathematics, yet they have much better
we should be d~sposedt o allow them ( ~ b ~, d189)
cla~msIn this respect than

It is worth noting that the hard sc~ence-softscience polarity, which we have been led t o
assume 1s a recent phenomenon attributable t o the heresy of the American behavioral
movement, has in fact been endemic t o the discipline since its origins.
In the 19th and early 20th centur~esAuguste Comte, Marx and Engels and their followers, Max Weber, Emile Durkheim, Vilfredo Pareto, and others treated polltics in larger
social sclence perspectives, with law-l~keregularit~esand necessary relationships. A t the
turn of the 20th century john Robert Seeley and O t t o H~ntze,Moissaye Ostrogorski, and
Roberto Michels all produced what they considered t o be "scientific laws" of pol~t~csSeeley and Hintze on the relationship between external pressure and Internal freedom in
the development of the nation states of Western Europe; Ostrogorski, on the Incompatibility of the mass-bureaucraticpolitical party and democracy which he derlved from a
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comparative study of the rise of the British and American party systems, and Mrchels, on
the "Iron law of ol~garchy,"the propensity In large bureaucratic organizations for power
t o gravitate t o the top leadership, which he der~vedfrom his "cr~tlcal" case study of the
Soc~alDemocrat~cParty of Germany More recently, Duverger s "law" of the relatlonshlp
between the electoral and party systems also came from Europe
Among the early pioneers of modern professional political science ~twas common practice t o speak of thls branch of scholarship as a "scrence" from the very beginning Thus Sir
Frederick Pollock and John Robert Seeley, the first lecturing from Oxford and the Royal
Institution, the second from Cambrrdge, entitled the~rbooks The History of the Sclence of
Poiitics (I 890) and An Introduction to Poiitical Science ( I 896), respectively What these early
between the
wr~tersmeant by "science" varied from case t o case. Pollock dlst~ngu~shes
natural and moral sclences
[Tlhe comparative Inexactness of the moral sciences is not the fault of the men who have
devoted their abilltles t o them, but depends, as Arlstotle already saw, on the pature of their subject matter ( 1 890. 5)

For John Robert Seeley polltical science was t o be a body of proposltlons drawn from
h~storlcalknowledge. He expected a takeoff in the development of political science
because of the development of h~storiographyin the 19th century. If the moderns were t o
do so much better than Locke, Hobbes, and Montesquieu, it was because the~rhistorical
data base was much richer.
For Seeley, who Introduced political science Into the Cambridge Tripos, ~tmeant learnIng t o ". . . reason, generalize, define, and distinguish . . . as well as collecting, authent~catIng, and investigating facts. . . ." These t w o processes constituted polltical sclence. "If we
neglect the first process, we shall accumulate facts t o little purpose, because we shall have
no test by which t o dist~nguishfacts which are important from those which are unimportant; and of course, if we neglect the second process, our reasonings will be baseless, and we shall but weave scholastic cobwebs" (1 896, 27-8).

There were two schools of thought in the 19th and early 20th century soc~alsciences
regarding the degree or k ~ n dof science which was poss~ble.The work of Auguste Comte,
Karl Marx, and Vilfredo Pareto makes no dlst~nctionbetween the social and the "natural"
sciences. Both groups of sciences sought uniformities, regularities, laws, O n the other hand
the notion of a social science wh~chwould consist of ". . . a closed system of concepts, in
which reality is synthes~zedIn some sort of permanently and universally valid classification,
and from which it can again be deduced. . ." was viewed as entirely meaningless by Max
Weber.
The stream of immeasurable events flows unendingly towards eternity The cultural problems
S the boundaries of that
which move men form themselves ever anew and in different C O ~ O ~and
area In the infinite stream of concrete events whlch acquires meaning and significance for us, 1.e.
which becomes an "hlstorical individual' are constantly subject t o change The intellectual contexts from which it is vlewed and scientifically analyzed shift (1 949, 80)

The "lawfulness" of human interaction is of a different order for Max Weber. The subject
matter of the social sciences-human action-involves value orlentation, memory and
learn~ng,which can only yield "soft" regular~ties,"object~vepossib~lities" and probabili-
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tles Cultural change may attenuate or ever d~ssolvethese relationships Sim~larlyDurkhelm vlewed cultural phenomena as too complex and open to human creativity t o lend
themselves t o the same degree of causal certainty as the natural sciences.
During the first decades of professional pollt~calsclence In the United States-from 1900
t o the 1930s-two scholars. Merr~amand Catl~n,the first as Amer~canas apple pie, the
second a temporarily transplanted Englishman-took the lead In advocating the introductlon of scientific methods and standards in the study of politics Merr~ams contribution
was primar~lyprogrammatic, and promotional He advocated, recruited personnel, and
funded a particular research program at the Univers~tyof Chicago He also was a founder
of the Social Sc~enceResearch Council. Catlin wrote on methodological questions, different~atingbetween history and polit~calscience, and locating pol~ticalsclence among the
soclal sciences.

In his 192 1 manifesto. "The Present State of the Study of Polit~cs," Merriam (1925)
advocated the introduction of psychological and sociological Insights Into the study of
of statistical methods in an
polit~calinstitut~onsand processes, and of the ~ntroduct~on
analysis Nowhere in th~searly call to professiorlal
effort t o enhance the rigor of pol~t~cal
growth and ~mprovementis there anything approx~matinga d~scuss~on
o f scientific
methodology. He proposed t o do political science rather than talk about it And indeed, in
the decades follow~ngat the University of Ch~cago,a research program unfolded exemplify~ngMerr~am'sstress on emp~ricalresearch, quantificat~on,and social-psycholog~cal
Interpretation The scholars produced by th~sprogram const~tuteda substant~alpart of
the nucleus of the post-World War "behav~oralmovement."
George Catlin may have been the first t o speak of a "behav~or~st
treatment of pol~tcs"
( 1 927, XI), and in h~sargument about a sclence of politics seems to dispose of all of those
objections whlch would d~fferentiatesoc~aland human subject matters from those of
natural sclence. But he is hardly sanguine about the prospects of science

Politics must for the present confine itself to the humble task of collecting, where possible
measuring, and sortlng the historical material, past and contemporary and following up probable
clues t o the d~scoveryof permanent forms and general principles of action
It is reasorable to
expect that political science will prove to be more than th~s,that i t will give us some ins'ght into
the poss~bilityof controlling the soclal situation and will show us ~fnot what it is wise to do at
least what human nature being what it is, it is unwise to do, because such action will cut across
the grain of the soc~alstructure and athwart the lines of activ~tyof the deeper forces which have
bu~ltup this structure ( I 927, I42 43)
Thus Bernard Crick's (1959) argument that it was the behavioral movement in American pollt~calsclence, and particularly the Chlcago school that was responsible for leading
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political science down the garden path of scientism cannot bear careful exam~nationof the
sources. In both Europe and America meta-methodological opinion has been divided on
this question. It would be hard to find more hard science orier,ted scholars than Comte,
Marx, Pareto, and Freud Durkherm and Weber, while fully committed to the pursuit of
science, clearly recognized that the social xientist dealt wlth a subject matter less tractable t o covering law hard science forms of explanation This polemic diffused t o the Unrted
States in the course of the twent~ethcentury

-

--- - --

--

Crick's attribution of this scientific orientation t o Chicago populists does not hold up
when we examine the evidence One has to read the Tocqueville correspondence ( i 962)
t o appreciate how close that brilliant rnterpreter of American democracy, a century
before the Chicago school saw the light of day, came t o doing an opinion survey rn his
travels around the country As he talked to a steamboat captain on the Missrssippi, t o
farmers in the interior, t o bourgeois d~nnercompanions on the eastern seabord, and t o
officeholders in Washington, D C , sampling the American populatron was clearly on his
mind Karl Marx drew up a six-page questronnaire for the study of the lrvrng conditions,
workrng conditions, attrtudes, and beliefs of the French working class in the early 1880s A
large number of copres were distributed to socialists and workrng class organizations The
data gathered were t o be used in the forthcoming general election (I 880) In Max Weber s
working papers for his study of the peasantry in East Prussia there is evidence that he
planned and partially executed a survey of Polish and German peasant attitudes And in
hrs study of comparative religion he used a formal two by-two table-worldl~nessunworldliness asceticism-mysticism-as a way of generating hypotheses about the relationship between religious ethics and economic attitudes
Most of the important discoveries in the development of statistics were made by
Europeans La Place and Condorcet were Frenchmen, the Bernoulli family were Swiss
Bayes, Galton, Pearson, and Fisher were Englishmen Pareto was an ltalran Markov a
Russian The first "publrc choice ' theorist was the Welshman Duncan Black (1958) The
view that the quantitative approach t o social science analysis was peculiarly American
doesn t stand up to the historical record What was peculiarly American was the improvement in, and the applrcatron of, quantitative methods as ~n survey research, content
analysis, aggregate statistical analysis, mathematical modelling and the like and the pursult
hypotheses largely generated in the
In empirical depth of psychological and socioi~gi~al
European social science l~terature

A t the darkest moment in European history-rn the 1930s-there was a strong ~nfus~on
of European socral science into the United States through refugees such as Paul Lazarsfeld
Kurt Lewin, Marie Jahoda, Wolfgang Kohler, Hans Sperer, Errch Fromm, Franz Neumann,
O t t o Krrchermer, Leo Lowenthal, Franz Alexander Hannah Arendt, Hans Morgenthau,
Leo Strauss, and many others It should be quite clear from this litany of names that this
emigration carried the various social science polemics within it, and that the counterposition of a European and an American approach to soc~alscience around the issue of human1st vs sc~entrficscholarship will simpiy not bear the light of day There is clear continuity
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f r o m t h e European background t o the g r o w t h o f t h e social sciences and pol~ticalscience In
the U n i t e d States.
This b r o a d t r a d i t ~ o no f polltical science beginning w l t h t h e Greeks and continuing u p t o
t h e creative scholars o f our o w n generation, is t h e historically correct version o f our d~scipiinary history T h e critical and f i a r x i s t schools t h r o w In t h e profess~onalsponge C o n fronting this simplistic temptation w e need t o have a deep-rooted and unshakable firmness in o u r commitment t o t h e search f o r objectivity T h e call f o r "relevance" associated
w i t h "post-behavioralism implies a greater concern f o r policy implications in o u r scholarly w o r k , b u t i t cannot imply a commitment t o a particular course o f political action A
political scientist is n o t necessarily a socialist, a ~ surely
d
n o t a socialist o f a particular kind

The version o f disciplinary history presented t o us in Straussian political philosophy cann o t b e taken seriously The hard-nosed public choice version o f o u r history mistakes technique f o r substance Mainstream political science IS open t o all methods that illum~natet h e
w o r l d o f poiitics and public policy It wiii n o t t u r n its back o n the illumination w e get f r o m
o u r older methodologies just because it n o w can employ t h e powerful tools of statistics
and mathematics
W e have g o o d grounds f o r professional pr d e in t h e development o f political science in
the last decades A n d as Americans w e hake made important contributions t o an age-old,
w o r l d wide effort t o bring the p o w e r o f knowiedge t o bear o n t h e tragic d lemmas o f t h e
w o r l d o f polit~cs
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